
 White circles (for the 
centres of the flowers) 

 Coloured petals

 A sheet of coloured A3 
paper as the ‘carpet’, with 
the white circles from 
above stuck onto it as in 
the photo top right

 A glue stick

 A doll or teddy to be the 
‘designer’

10–15 minutes

LET’S EMBROIDER A FLOWER CARPET

Play ‘Embroidering the Carpet’:

Tell your child that today they will be ‘embroidering a carpet’ according to a designer’s idea. Introduce the 
teddy/doll as the designer. Explain: A designer is someone who chooses shapes, patterns and colours to make 
something look a certain way and to look pretty. 

Show them the unfinished ‘carpet’ that you have prepared. Tell them: The carpet has a flower design, but the 
flowers are not finished. Can you see where the flowers should go?  …. That’s right, the centre of each flower is 
already on the carpet!

Explain: We are going to embroider the carpet by adding petals to all the flowers. But we have to follow the 
designer’s idea for making this carpet pattern. The designer’s idea is that each flower can only have only one 
petal of any colour; only one red petal, only one green petal, only one yellow petal and only one blue petal.

Lay out the petals for your child. Ask them to look at their petals and name the colours.

Then ask them to start ‘embroidering the carpet’ with the green petals (they need to lay out a green petal next to 
each white circle/flower centre). 

Repeat the process, naming each of the other three colours in turn until all the flowers on the carpet have four 
petals of different colours.

Help your child check that all the petals have been placed correctly by getting them to look carefully at each 
flower and check there isn’t more than one petal of the same colour on that flower. Then help them to stick the 
petals into place. 

Have the designer (doll/teddy) check that their embroidery work matches his/her design and have the doll/teddy 
comment on this as they check – ‘This is exactly what I wanted and how I imagined it would look – thank you!’ 
Have them congratulate your child for a job well done.

Your child can select petals of a named colour.
Your child can place the petals correctly, following the rule that no flower can have two petals of 
the same colour.

To practise identifying the colour of an object with a verbal standard (colour word)
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Cut out each petal and flower centre separately, with no white showing.
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